
TPIO Presents…

THE INTERPRETER
TRAINER Online

How to Deliver 
Effective Remote Training 

for Interpreters

Here is the good news: you can now sign up for the 
first national training of trainers (TOT) on how to teach 
medical, community and legal interpreting online. 
This 20-hour TOT from The Professional Interpreter 
Online (TPIO) takes place in April-May 2017, in two-
hour online sessions (see schedule below). If you miss 
one session, you can review the recording to get your 
certificate.

There are three ways to teach online: in real time 
(synchronous), at the student’s own pace 
(asynchronous) or a mix of the two methods. This TOT 
explores both methods. Participants will learn how to 
deliver a typical skills-based curriculum inside a virtual 
classroom and teach interpreting skills, protocols, 
ethics and other fundamentals online. 

This TOT program was developed exclusively for 
TPIO by a towering veteran in the field, Katharine 
Allen, MA, co-President of InterpretAmerica

Participants will have access to their own Moodle 
page and an Adobe Connect classroom as well as 
short training videos. Limited home assignments will 
help participants absorb key elements and prepare to 
teach online. 

Yes, interpreting is a practice profession. It’s 
skill-based. Yet it is possible to teach interpreters both 
basic and advanced skills online effectively. The 
question is how. If you want to know what works best 
when you train interpreters online, this TOT is for you.

Do you train interpreters? 
Do you want to teach them online? 

Where interpreters connect, grow and succeed.



For more information
or to register, visit 
www.go-tpio.com

or call (855) 757-8746.
Limited to 20 slots!

The TOT for THE  INTERPRETER TRAINER 
Online includes six modules: 
Module 1: How to set up your virtual classroom in Moodle for asynchronous

training (2 hours)
Module 2: How to teach a class in real time using Adobe Connect (2 hours)
Module 3: How to manage classes of interpreters in online and large-group

activities (2 hours)
Module 4: How to manage small-group interpreting activities, using sample

exercises from The Community Interpreter® International adapted
for online use, including role plays (2 hours)

Module 5: Teachback, Part 1: TOT participants will demonstrate their Moodle
classrooms and receive instructor and peer feedback (five hours).  

Module 6: Teachback, Part 2: Each participant will teach a sample 10-minute
“live” lesson online using Adobe Connect and receive 
feedback  (five hours).

TOT dates:
April 4, 6, 11, 13, 18, 20, 25, 27 
May 2, 4, 2017

Time:
Tuesdays and Thursdays: 
1:00 – 3:00 p.m. EST

Cost:
General registration: $950
CCC-licensed trainer:  $800
Early Bird (closes March 10, 2017): $775 
Early bird CCC-licensed trainer (closes
March 10, 2017): $700

Deadline for registration: March 21, 2017

Katharine Allen, MA
Co-President of InterpretAmerica

The Professional Interpreter Online 
(TPIO) is a NEW partnership of:

Cross-Cultural Communications, LLC,
the international leader in medical and 
community interpreter training and 
publisher of  The Community Interpreter® 
and The Medical Interpreter and Cesco 
Linguistic Services, Inc. the connecting
voice across languages and cultures, a 
leading language service provider in 
Colorado.

www.go-tpio.com




